In summer, 2002, the Education Division of the Special Libraries Association held a panel presentation on "Historical and Archival Collections in Education." From that session developed this article which discusses the need for finding aids, publicity, creative uses of the web, and collaborative ways to deal with these issues. Specific references to finding aids and web sites of interest to education historians and librarians, and brief descriptions of several special collections of historical education materials are included. Also highlighted is a new service, an exchange registry, which offers institutions a way to place materials where they are most needed.
The lack of visibility for collections of historical education materials is one of the most disheartening aspects for those that work with and try to develop and promote these collections. Many others have addressed the need for these collections and the uses made of them. This paper discusses the need for finding aids, publicity, creative uses of the web, and collaborative ways to effect change.
There are outstanding collections of research materials related to the history of American education scattered across the United States. Gutman Library at Harvard University houses some unique reports from schools and academies from the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, for example. Teachers College at Columbia University has unique textbook materials from other countries, as well as an excellent collection of American textbooks. The University of Pittsburgh houses an exceptional collection of textbooks, with a strong emphasis on historical school books used in the Pennsylvania region. However, there are smaller places than the more obvious research libraries collecting historical schoolbooks and other related materials. For example, Miami University of Ohio houses a collection of McGuffey readers since McGuffey was affiliated with that institution. The University of South Carolina houses a number of specialized materials, particularly those that relate to the Progressive era in education. And, even in the larger research institutions, surprising and specialized collections may be found. For example, at the University of Illinois, there is a collection of twenty-three primers from Argentina published during the Peron period. Entitled PeronEvita, these unique resources reflect the Peronist period, often include references to Evita as the spiritual leader of Argentina, and contain the signature of Juan Peron in one of the schoolbooks (Albornoz de Videla, 1953) . What researcher would think to look for Evita on the prairie?
Existing Sources
With all of these examples, it becomes clear that better finding aids to the wealth of materials tucked away in special collections, research libraries, and archives need to be made available. While some resources exist, these are rather dated and not as comprehensive as is desirable. (Smith, 1885) . The University of Illinois copy of the primer has been carefully covered in a hand-stitched fabric cover, presumably to hide the title as the student walked back and forth from school at the end of the nineteenth century. With contents that address issues such as smoking, alcohol, and other "unclean" habits, a nineteenth century student might justifiably hide the title of this provocative primer. Despite the wonders of the web, these touches may be lost unless researchers demand consistency in the preservation and digitization of such items.
Many of the larger research collections, such as Harvard University and Teachers College at Columbia University provide information on the web about their historical collections. At the Harvard site, one can find information about the historical textbook collection as well as public school reports, private school catalogs, and teacher training programs, with images from the collection to tantalize the researcher (http://www.gse.harvard. edu/library/collections/sc_textbooks). Teachers College offers a text summary of their extensive special collections in the history of education that contain materials dating from the fifteenth century, American textbooks published before 1900, and international education textbooks (http://www.tc. columbia.edu/a&h/history-ed/hb-collections.htm).
Other locations of textbooks are not as easily searchable on the web. For example, the Center for Research Libraries in Chicago houses 72,000 schoolbooks from the eighteenth through the twentieth centuries, but none of these is cataloged or accessible by searchable databases at this time. Fully half of the 56,000 textbooks in University of Illinois Library collection are uncataloged due to resource shortages. However, like most research institutions, the cataloged segment of the collection is searchable through the online catalog to anyone worldwide (http://wwwcrl. uchicago.edu/content/textbooks). Borrowing of materials through interlibrary loan is often possible for these items.
Researchers seeking information may find their efforts facilitated by web sites of specific interest to education historians. For example, the Textbook Colloquium in the United Kingdom has not only a web page with papers from relevant conferences on it (http://www.open.ac.uk/OU/Aca demic/Arts/TEXTCOLL), but also a print publication, Paradigm, that addresses history of education topics. Back issues of Paradigm are also available on the web, and include articles and essays that are international in scope (http://faculty.ed.uiuc.edu/westbury/paradigm/). Many other professional associations also have web sites, some containing content and links to research materials. With all of these wonderful resources available, many of them listed on the web, questions still arise regarding location, accessibility and content of these collections. Those questions can be answered by the forthcoming directories, or by other collaborative efforts.
One collaborative effort that drew together education stakeholders was the National Education Network (NEN). This outreach organization was affiliated with the National Library of Education and had as its mission to "to preserve the education past, connect the education present, and shape the education future by providing and supporting comprehensive access to education information." While this organization is currently transitioning to one that is less dependent on the National Library of Education, it still has web sites sponsored at Harvard and Syracuse universities that provide useful information to current practitioners as well as education historians. One of the services offered through this web site is an Education Materials Exchange Registry. Basically, this is an eBay® type of web site, allowing institutions to list materials that they would like to offer to other institutions, or that they would like to add to their collections. For those people familiar with similar library listings, this is a "needs and offers" list. The purpose of this registry is to allow for the placement and preservation of education materials rather than having them sent to the nearest landfill. Promotion of this web site to education librarians, archivists, historians and others will help preserve education materials so that they are not lost as have been so many other historical items.
Publicizing Sources
One way to publicize special collections of education materials is for institutions to provide easily searchable descriptions on the web, using terms likely to be picked up by various search engines. Another publicity mechanism is developing exhibits and distributing information about them. Accompanying these exhibits with a graphically appealing web site offers further access to the collections as well as publicity. Another way to promote collections is to host speakers at institutions with significant collections or develop workshops or conferences related to these resources. Nostalgia for childhood readers may draw some of the audience but the wealth of resources will be sure to impress them and linger in their memories. Knowing about these special collections will encourage audience members to discuss them and share that knowledge with others.
While the amount of work involved in identifying education history collections, promoting their availability, and preserving the content may seem overwhelming, these are important activities. Unless a beginning is made now, more and more of these materials will be lost to deterioration, disposal due to lack of space, or simple lack of knowledge about which institutions would be happy to accept a donation of these types of materials. Most of the major research institutions will gladly accept donations of older education materials that are unique and do not duplicate their existing holdings. The NEN exchange registry will help to identify good homes for needy books and reports. As our most popular characters from school readers would testify, there is an invaluable social and historical content stored in the pages of schoolbooks and other education resources. So, in the words of Dick and Jane (New Basic Readers), Alice and Jerry (The Alice and Jerry basic reading program), and Janet and John (the British version of Alice and Jerry repackaged for distribution to the Empire), "Find books! See books to save! Save books, please!" 
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